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By Peter Caroline
Flying to Orlando to attend the 2009 SHOT Show,

it occurred to me that it’s rather ironic that one of the
few industries that is thriving – even booming – in
today’s scary economy is the very industry that the
new administration would happily destroy. Well, like
Disneyland, politics is an area where reality doesn’t
often enter the picture. 

There were lots of smiling faces at the Show. Any-
one who manufactures a military style semiautomatic
rifle or high-capacity pistol is backlogged. Last spring,
I’d inquired with ArmaLite (www.armalite.com) about
their projected AR-26 pistol, a .45 ACP version of their
AR-24 9mm. As it turns out, they’re so swamped with
orders for their .223 and .308 rifles that the pistol proj-
ect is now on a far back burner. Just about all the other
AR makers were talking about four-to-five month back-
order situations. If you’re looking for something in a
military caliber that won’t involve a long wait, Spring-
field Armory (www.springfield-armory.com) says that
their M1A variants are on a one-month schedule. 

Para (www.para-usa.com) is debuting their 1911
G.I Expert, which is definitely not your father’s G.I.
.45. A superb single-action trigger, sharp three-dot
sights and an MSRP of $599 are only part of the

story. I’ve fired this one, and it’s a revelation! Para
also has an upscale AR (an AR from Para?!), which
they call the Tactical Target Rifle. It has a Delayed
Impingement Gas System™ (DIGS™) that is sup-
posed to get you back on target faster than any other
rifle of its kind. The recoil spring is over the operating
rod, which results in less muzzle flip, plus it’s a
whole lot easier to keep clean.

I spotted a crowd clustered in one small area of the
Ruger (www.ruger.com) booth. It appears that they

have followed up last year’s best-selling LCP .380 with
an LCR…a Lightweight Compact Revolver in .38 Spe-
cial +P. What’s the big deal about a 13-ounce DAO
snubby? Well, for one thing, the whole back and bot-

tom end (what Ruger refers to as the fire control mod-
ule) is high-tech polymer. The gun feels great, and the
trigger pull is about the easiest double-action pull I’ve
experienced in a small-frame revolver. The LCR is
available with a Crimson Trace Lasergrip. Super night-
table revolver! Speaking of lasers, Crimson Trace
(www.crimsontrace.com) now has a laser sight spe-
cially fitted for the Ruger LCP.

Pocket .380s are big this year. SIG SAUER
(www.sigsauer.com) has a neat little P238 in black or

two-tone stainless
and black, both with
aluminum grips. Kahr
(www.kahr.com)
introduced a tiny 10-
ounce DAO .380
with a Lothar Walther match-grade barrel. And Taurus
(www.taurususa.com) has an equally diminutive DAO
called the 738 TCP. Taurus, by the way, has followed
up on the success of their fearsome “Judge” .45
Colt/.410 revolver with the new Judge Public Defend-
er, basically a scaled-down, “pocket model” version of
the original, with a reduced profile hammer and small-
er Ribber Grip. Fierce fun!
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SHOT Show 2009: Gun Business is Booming! 
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